A simplified flow cytometry method of CD4 and CD8 cell counting based on thermoresistant reagents: implications for large scale monitoring of HIV-infected patients in resource-limited settings.
To validate a simplified flow cytometry assay for CD4 and CD8 T cell counting based on monoclonal antibodies which are made resistant to high temperatures (simplified thermoresistant assay (STRA)). The STRA employs FITC-conjugated anti-CD4 and anti-CD8 monoclonal antibodies, predispensed into test tubes and chemically treated to be resistant to high temperatures. Five correlation studies were performed in three different laboratories on a total of 560 blood samples from HIV-1 infected patients. Each study correlated the STRA with either double or single platform assays currently available. Accelerated stability tests on the FITC-conjugated monoclonal antibodies were performed to assess the resistance of the STRA to high temperatures. Comparison of STRA with both single platform and double platform assays gave correlation coefficients ranging 0.957-0.987 for CD4+ T cells and 0.946-0.968 for CD8+ T cells. In all correlation studies there was a perfect data overlapping in the low-pathological interval of CD4+ T cells (0-400 cells/ml). The FITC-conjugated CD4 and CD8 monoclonal antibodies maintained intact binding activity and fluorescence brightness after storage for 4 weeks at 45 degrees C and can be stored for up to 8 years in regular conditions (+4 degrees C). The STRA correlates well with both single-platform and double-platform flow-cytometry assays currently used to assess CD4+ T cells. The test procedure is simple, rapid, and easy to perform. The reagents can be stored under unfavorable environmental conditions for long period of time. These features should facilitate access to flow cytometry testing in resource-poor settings.